
Quick T 1511 

Chapter 1511: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 69) 

Half Warm Cup: Wife! They’re all making fun of me! (つдつ) 

In order to show his pain and grievance, he even added an emote. 

Luo Qing Chen felt like she had to comfort school hunk Wen’s ‘seemingly young’ heart. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Then you can just fight back, come to me if you lose! [Domineering] 

Wen Yan Chen saw her response and he couldn’t stop his lips from curling into a warm smile. 

He looked over at the calendar beside him and his eyes lit up before he typed on the keyboard. 

Half Warm Cup: Wife, can I ask you for something? （*＾-＾*） 

Thinking of Clear Dust: …… 

She felt like there was a trap in that cute emote at the end. 

Her intuition had usually been correct. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: What is it? 

Half Warm Cup: First promise me! Look at how they are making fun of me! My wife is god Clear Dust! (

＾Ｕ＾)ノ 

…… 

This……Wasn’t this the emote that Flourishing Song sent? 

Luo Qing Chen felt that if she didn’t agree, Half Warm Cup’s personality might split! 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Agree, agree! So just what is it! 

Half Warm Cup: Check Weibo. 

As expected, once she agreed, he immediately went back to the cold Half Warm Cup. 

She doubtfully opened Weibo since if there was a request, how strange it was to post it on Weibo! 

But when she saw what he had posted, she was stunned. 

Half Warm Cup V: The proposal was a success. @Thinking of Clear Dust. 

! 

The request actually turned out to be…… 

A proposal!!! 

Emmmmmm…… 



Why did she feel that this boy who looked like a cold youth had black bellied blood that flowed through 

him! 

He can even think of these kinds of traps. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: You, you, you…… 

Half Warm Cup: You should keep your promises, you can’t go back on them now. 

“Di, di, di.” The Drunken Bliss QQ group sounded again. 

[VA]Cloud Falling Clear Sky: @Half Warm Cup, god Warm Cup is amazing! 

[President]Falling White Robe: How is this just amazing, it’s a slap to our faces! 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: Damn! When did you propose and how could my god Clear Dust agree! 

(╥╯^╰╥) 

[VA]Half Warm Cup: Want to know? 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: Yes, yes! 

[VA]Half Warm Cup: Attached screenshot.jpg. 

Half Warm Cup had sent the conversation between him and Luo Qing Chen without hiding a thing, 

showing off his black bellied and honest character at the same time. 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: Damn! Warm Cup, you’re not embarrassed? 

[VA]Cloud Falling Clear Sky: Ah, ah, ah! God Warm Cup tricked god Clear Dust! 

[VA]Splendid: A big hole, so black bellied! 

[President]Falling White Robe: Big brother, you could clearly not send this screenshot, why are you this 

honest! I really can’t say anything for you! 

Everyone began to ‘attack’ Half Warm Cup, not knowing that he didn’t care at all, while still spreading 

dog food. 

[VA]Half Warm Cup: Because I want everyone to know that this girl easily tricked is my wife, so I’ll 

protect her in the future. 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: I feel like I’ve suddenly eaten a lot of dog food. 

[VA]Cloud Falling Clear Sky: Me too…… 

[President]Falling White Robe: +1 to above. 

[VA]Splendid: +10086 to above. 

Seeing the words from Wen Yan Chen on her screen, her lips couldn’t help curling. 

Although she seemed like she had been tricked, it felt really good being protected by someone at the 

same time. 



Before logging off, she didn’t forget to send a message in the group! 

[VA]Thinking of Clear Dust: Happy! （*＾-＾*）@Half Warm Cup. 

Chapter 1512: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 70) 

When the two sets of parents met, un, they were acquaintances. 

A City wasn’t that big, so rich people naturally bumped into each other. When the two saw each other, it 

created a very funny conversation. 

Luo Qing Chen sitting on the side almost broke out in laughter. 

Papa Wen: Aiya, brother Luo’s daughters are truly beautiful. Do you still remember when we discussed 

whether they should get married a few years ago? 

Papa Luo: I do, I do! It must all be fate! 

Mama Wen: Why didn’t we set it back then! 

Mama Luo: My child likes to mess around all the time. I remember him saying that he was looking for a 

partner online, what attack…..what attack voice. 

Mama Wen: ? 

Seeing her mother looking awkward, Luo Qing Chen quickly said in a soft voice, “Don’t doubt, don’t be 

awkward, he was talking about me!” 

She met Wen Yan Chen’s deep gaze and mouthed out these words, “Is it true that you had a crush on 

me?” 

“It’s true.” He replied without any hesitation, with eyes that were as gentle as water. 

Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help lowering her head and smiling. It seems like when they had just become 

friends, the words ‘maybe’ weren’t fake after all! 

– 

Luo Qing Chen thought that they would wait until after graduation to get married, but the parents of 

both sides firmly believed that they should get married now! 

Mama Wen told Wen Yan Chen, “Such a good daughter in law, what if someone takes her away during 

university?” 

Mama Luo had said to Luo Qing Chen, “He’s the school hunk, there must be a bunch of people who like 

him. If you don’t get in the car before graduating, you might not be able to get on.” 

Therefore, their wedding was set for the end of the year. 

It was a very long process and very rushed, so they didn’t go to school over the next month. They didn’t 

even have time to log into QQ. 



They were busy picking wedding dresses, buying a house, and preparing a guest list. All the people in the 

Drunken Bliss group thought that they had disappeared while passersby sent pictures of their wedding 

on Weibo. 

Winter’s Snow: I met my two favourite online gods when I was on vacation in France! @Thinking of 

Clear Dust, @Half Warm Cup. Attached jpg. 

Falling White Robe V: Warm Cup, damn, you’re not inviting me to your wedding? 6666 Likes. 

Flourishing Song V: Ah, ah, ah! God Clear Dust is so, so beautiful! (＾Ｕ＾)ノI want to go to the 

wedding, I want to go even without a wedding invitation! 5558 Likes. 

-Falling White Robe V: Wife, where’s your dignity? 

-Flourishing Song V replying to Falling White Robe V: Splendid said that there’s no need for dignity in 

front of the two gods. @Splendid. 

Splendid V: Super beautiful! 2580 Likes. 

Not Caring About Wang Lun’s Love: Goddess, goddess, goddess! My goddess is marrying my god, there 

is nothing that make me happier in the world compared to this. 1250 Likes. 

That Summer: It really seems like a love story from a fairy tale. 558 Likes. 

…… 

Some time later, Wen Yan Chen sent a post on Weibo and even included a picture of Luo Qing Chen’s 

wedding dress from the back. 

In Provence in France, the sea and sky are the same, it’s like a dream. 

Half Warm Cup V: Next month on the third will be my wedding with @Thinking of Clear Dust. Many 

thanks for this splendid encounter that has been a dream to me. All the colleagues from Drunken Bliss 

are invited to come to our wedding! @Drunken Bliss Official Account. 

After Wen Yan Chen sent this post, the complaints in the group turned to blessings. 

Luo Qing Chen didn’t forget to send a message in the group. 

[VA]Thinking of Clear Dust: Please remember my phone number if you come to the wedding, you can 

call me at 1385010**** if you get lost. 

  

Chapter 1513: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (End) 

A month later, the wedding came as scheduled. 

There were beautiful wedding photos placed at the entrance to the wedding. 

At eight in the evening, there were a large number of fans outside the hotel. There were even some fans 

that held lit signs for “Reincarnation Endowment”, commemorating the happy ending of Nian Yi and Qi 

Jun in another world. 



The parents of the two sides were clearly very surprised, they naturally never thought that their 

daughter and son had so many fans. 

She met many people at the wedding and the ones that left the biggest impressions were Falling White 

Robe and Flourishing Song since the appearance of the two were just too clashing. 

Because Flourishing Song was much greater than Falling White Robe. 

It was summarized in one phrase: Flourishing Song was a beauty with long legs and a slender figure 

while Falling White Robe was a chubby man! 

Of course, this didn’t affect the love between the couple. When she came to the wedding, Flourishing 

Song was already seven months pregnant. 

But she still looked beautiful, it was what the strongest female voice should look like. 

It was a pity that she retired from the circle for her family, becoming someone who worked behind the 

scenes! 

Their wedding was even bigger than they imagined. Grapefruit TV broadcasted their wedding live and 

the fame reached thirty million. 

This kind of popularity was rare to reach even on Grapefruit TV. 

The room was filled with blessings and gifts covered the screen. 

Especially during the vows and exchanging rings, the popularity of the room had reached a peak. 

“Next we ask the two lovers to exchange rings.” 

“Groom, what would you like to say to your bride?” 

“Miss Luo Qing Chen, can I ask you for one thing?” 

“Puchi.” She couldn’t help breaking out in laughter. 

This one move was tried and tested for Wen Yan Chen. 

“Un.” She forced down her smile. 

“I ask you to stay by my side for the rest of your life, whether it is windy or rainy, please don’t leave 

me!” 

“Ha, ha, ha!” The host couldn’t help laughing as he teased Wen Yan Chen, “Then what kind of promise 

will the groom give to our bride?” 

“Me?” He gave a chuckle and slowly put the diamond ring on her finger, “I won’t need to ask because I 

already planned on staying by her side for the rest of my life, never leaving.” 

“Pa, pa, pa, pa, pa, pa.” 

There were cheers and applause that came from the crowd. 

Everyone shouted at the same time, “Kiss! Kiss! Kiss!” 



“Ah?” She lowered her eyes slightly as she felt her cheek start to burn and her heart began beating fast. 

Wen Yan Chen didn’t hesitate to take her waist with his right hand as his left hand came to her face to 

bring her in for a kiss. 

Gentle and domineering, hot and lingering. 

This was their wedding, their happiness. 

– 

Postscript. 

After the wedding, the two gods rarely showed up. Three years later, they did another hot IP, “Forgotten 

River”. 

This was a script that was comparable to “Reincarnation Endowment”, making the audience think of 

Nian Yi and Qi Jun again. 

Luo Qing Chen had won many awards because of this. Of course, there was one that she rejected, one 

that she had rejected for three years. 

That was……’Most beautiful voice actor’. 

In this world, it depended on the voice and not the appearance. 

Everyone supported and agreed to this. In the following years, this award was happily cancelled! 

In this world, they lived a very happy life until their hairs turned grey and their lives ended. 

  

Chapter 1514: Side story: With one’s other half in hand, never suffering in life (Part 1) 

A hundred years later, being buried by your side is my greatest blessing. ——Wen Yan Chen. 

The first time I heard her voice in “Soul Sacrifice”, she had shocked me too much with her words. 

It was that kind of voice that was like a quiet spring in the mountain, changing the ugly world with her 

face. 

Right, it was “Soul Sacrifice” that I had heard a different voice. 

It wasn’t the powerful voice that everyone praised, but a clear voice that was also penetrating. 

Of course, it seemed like I was the only one in the world who heard this. 

At that time, I was already the god of Drunken Bliss, but I wasn’t clear on the things between our groups. 

When I saw the words ‘King’s Landing’, I vaguely remembered that we were enemies that could never 

meet. 

Her position in King’s Landing was very high, being the female lead in almost all their scripts. That kind of 

voice seemed like it could support the voice by herself. 



But she had some official coupling. When I saw those names together on the King’s Landing official page, 

I felt very uncomfortable. 

No Words’ voice wasn’t bad, but I felt that it couldn’t match her voice. 

He wasn’t even qualified to be in the same script as her because I knew for sure that she had a different 

voice. 

But since our two groups were enemies, I could only poach in secret which was very likely to fail. 

I had to wait, wait for a chance. 

I never thought that the heavens would go good to me and this chance came. 

When she posted her first post on Weibo, I knew that my chance was here. 

I quietly followed her and hesitated for a long time without sending a private message. When she 

followed me the next day, I immediately sent her a message. 

She didn’t know how nervous I was at that time. 

I wanted to poach her, but I didn’t know how. It was hard doing it for the first time. 

Finally I used the script of “Reincarnation Endowment” as an olive branch to her and I told her that she 

was most suited for being the female lead. 

She said she needed to consider it and I added her QQ. 

When I added her QQ, I set up a private chat and set up notifications for it. If she sent me a QQ message, 

I would be able to notice it immediately. 

Perhaps god felt that Nian Yi had been waiting too long that he helped me. 

When I knew that King’s Landing was using someone else for “Sword Dance Clear Song”, I knew that my 

chance was here. 

She really was a powerful voice actor, she could understand “Reincarnation Endowment” in just two 

hours. 

I admired her very much, so when she teased me by asking if I had a crush on her, I knew that it would 

be awkward, but I still replied…..Perhaps! 

Actually, I was a bit worried that she wouldn’t be able to make this decision. 

After all, she had been with King’s Landing for a long time and King’s Landing had a No Words. 

I didn’t know if she would leave because of the unfair treatment, but I hoped that she would. 

Drunken Bliss was definitely the best choice for her because……I was there. 

Fortunately I heard that someone called Cute Little Fairy had joined King’s Landing. I was thinking at that 

time that she should be coming over. 

Sure enough, when she made the post, I asked in a surprised voice, but my heart was filled with joy. 



Because I really wanted her to come to Drunken Bliss more than anyone else in this world. 

As long as she was here, she would be the female lead of “Reincarnation Endowment”. 

  

Chapter 1515: Side story: With one’s other half in hand, never suffering in life (Part 2) 

I never thought that her ‘fame’ in Drunken Bliss would be greater than I imagined. 

Not only did the makeup artist want her signature, there was even our vice president who worshipped 

her! 

But when she joined Drunken Bliss and became the female lead of “Reincarnation Endowment, I never 

thought that I would meet her in reality. 

Until I heard a familiar voice at a certain breakfast shop. 

That was my first time seeing her. That pure white face and those eyes that shone like stars in the night. 

I couldn’t help taking a few more looks when I saw her. 

Before meeting her, I had never felt like this before. 

I panicked a bit, feeling a bit of disbelief. 

But I couldn’t contact her at that time. When I was lying in bed that night, I almost felt like…..my spring 

was here! 

That feeling continued when I saw her stream. 

Actually, it was an accident. If I didn’t see Splendid say in the group that she was streaming, I felt like I 

would have missed it. 

With natural perfect pitch, I could tell that she was the girl I had met at the breakfast shop that day. 

Hearing her voice really gave me a strange feeling. It was clear and cold, with each word being 

pronounced. 

It had to be said that No Words had really helped me. 

Because he gave Cute Little Fairy ten thousand, I had a chance to show off to her! 

Actually, my first reaction was to buy a thousand pumpkin carriages, but after thinking about it, she 

would be angry if I did that, so I changed it to a hundred thousand instead! 

In the end, it was very satisfying and I seemed to have caught her attention! 

She sang a song and I went to check the meaning of her lyrics. 

There was one line that said: There are trees in the mountains, branches among the trees, this was 

something that everyone knew. But I like you, why don’t you know this? 

I felt a bit nervous when I thought about this, shouldn’t I be the one who’s saying this to her? 



The next time we met was at the vocal music club. I couldn’t help thinking that I must have the male 

lead aura that god gave me. 

Because when I appeared, I had appeared at the right time. 

Actually, it wasn’t an accident. 

Everyone in the blub knew that it was impossible for me to go to this welcome party. It was because I 

accidentally saw her picture on the sign up sheet for the club by her name. 

I took the picture away and put it in my wallet. She didn’t know about this for a long time until she 

learned about when she was going through my old clothes to sell. 

I vaguely remembered that she was very angry and moved at that time. 

But there was no other way, she was already Mrs Wen at that time. 

Of course, when we met at the vocal music club, she wasn’t! So I did everything I could to attract her 

attention at that time. 

I coaxed her to let everyone know in Drunken Bliss that we were in the same school and the same club 

to protect me. 

I liked the feeling of being envied. Those words of envy really made me feel happy. 

Because I was the only person who knew her in reality! 

When we talked later, I found that she really was suited for Nian Yi. 

It seemed that as long as she spoke, I would be pulled in. At Romanti Hotel, I felt it was the same. 

When she called me dear, I immediately called her wife. 

Moreover, I felt so happy in my heart because I had completely defeated No Words. 

  

Chapter 1516: Side story: With one’s other half in hand, never suffering in life (Part 3) 

As a result of “Reincarnation Endowment”, she was attacked by quite a few people. 

There was a very excessive rumour where they not only sent pictures, they even sent a fake video. 

I knew at that time that without anything decisive, this matter would never end. 

I definitely wouldn’t let her be bullied, so I decided to tell everyone that I was Half Warm Cup at the 

school celebration, 

But the school celebration didn’t go as smoothly as I thought. 

The time that No Words gave us was very short and they didn’t give us any equipment at all. 

It was a good thing that I had a feeling about this and prepared everything ahead of time. 

When I saw her putting on that moon white robe, I knew what it was like to be trapped forever. 



In my eyes, she was Nian Yi and standing on stage, I was Qi Jun. 

This was our second time finishing “Reincarnation Endowment”, but this time was like heaven and earth 

compared to when we recorded the sound clips. 

Because there was someone like this that I fell into this play. So I loved Nian Yi and I loved myself. 

It was a good thing that our ending was different. 

At least I could help live a happy life with her. 

When I said the words Half Warm Cup on stage, the first thing I felt was a strange sense of pride. 

That kind of pride was not something I had felt before. No matter what script I did before, it was all 

because of my hard work, so it was something that belonged to me. 

But standing on stage, this feeling was different. 

Because I was Half Warm Cup, so when Half Warm Cup met Thinking of Clear Dust, he would feel this 

kind of pride. 

Because I was proud to meet Thinking of Clear Dust and to stand by her side. 

When all those accusations had been washed away, when all the dust fell. 

I knew that there was only happiness left between me and her. 

Although I was a bit shameless when proposing, it was a good thing that she didn’t reject me and she 

played along with my ‘careful’ plan. 

Even if this plan was used on our wedding. 

When I saw her holding the white flowers and in that wedding dress, I felt that she looked incredibly 

beautiful. I would never tire of looking at her. 

At that moment, I didn’t feel that she was Nian Yi, she was better than Nian Yi. 

Although it seemed like she fell to my tricks, I knew that as long as there was something that she wanted 

to do, there was nothing she couldn’t do in this world. 

I liked this kind of her, envious of my luck at being able to meet this kind of her. 

On our wedding anniversary several years later, she asked how much I loved her. I thought for a long 

time before answering this. 

“I feel that I like you more than Qi Jin likes Nian Yi.” 

I saw that she was stunned and a bit of tears came to her eyes. 

I panicked and quickly made a face to make her laugh. 

In all these years, I had never made her cry. Once she did cry, I would tightly hold her and do all kinds of 

things to make her happy. 

In short, I wasn’t willing to let her cry because I wasn’t willing to see her shed tears. 



I felt that this was the biggest difference between me and Qi Jun. 

He always thought of a way to make the other person live if he liked something, but I would do my best 

to let both of us live. 

If it didn’t work, I would take her away. 

Because I didn’t want to leave her alone in this world because I knew how painful it was to be the only 

one who remained. 

[Ding, congratulations on bringing a soul fragment into the Lead God Space. 26/100] 

  

Chapter 1517: Foolish ruler in the way: How many times do you want to be assassinated? (Part 1) 

When she returned to the Chaos Space, she touched her ear, feeling very happy. 

Growing old with your husband hand in hand, it was that kind of feeling. 

She vaguely remembered the moment she died of old age, Wen Yan Chen had said something in her ear. 

“No matter how wonderful this world is, no matter how unwilling you are, it’s a good thing that I didn’t 

leave you alone.” 

Because he knew that being left behind was the most painful. 

She was very moved, like there was a warm flow that filled her heart. The story of the voice actors had 

never made her feel sad. 

From beginning to end, it was a story of being pampered. 

[The following is a summary of the previous mission. Host, please properly look over it.] 

Name: Luo Qing Chen 

World: «Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen» 

Mission completion rate: 100% 

Experience: 4500/10000 

There are currently four items in the spatial storage: [Exquisite Ring], [Nine Section Moon Whip], [Moon 

Glass Fan], [Phoenix Dance Sword]. 

Permanent abilities: Space and time freeze level 2 (Upgraded) 

Exchange points: 3000+5000=8000 

Base points: 40 

[This time the host has finished both the main mission and the side mission quite well.] 



“Is there a special reward? For example, adding a bit more experience?” Normally speaking, the 

experience points would be deducted if she didn’t finish the missions, so if she did finish them, shouldn’t 

she at least get a few experience points! 

Letting her change to her own voice was her credit, alright? 

[None.] 

The system refused without any hesitation, truly cold! 

“Damn……” 

[The host’s twenty seventh mission panel is below.] 

Appearance: 92/100 

Strength: 89/100 

Intelligence: 90/100 

Figure: 90/100 

After that, the image in the bronze mirror changed. 

[Mission Grade: B] 

[Experience gained: 500. Exchange points gained: 5000.] 

Female lead: Luo Qing Chen 

Male lead: Lin Nan Yi 

Supporting female lead: Yue Cai Zhi 

Supporting male lead: Yan Yu Meng 

Mission content: [Return to one month before the female lead died and obtain the love of the male lead 

Lin Nan Yi.] 

[Currently importing memories, please accept them, host!] 

After receiving all the memories of the previous host, Luo Qing Chen felt it hurt a bit! 

The story of the previous host planning and finally killing the male lead. 

After experiencing a very warm story, she was about to fall into a bottomless abyss. 

The rapid change in plot even made her think of the story between Nian Yi and Qi Jun. 

This was a love hidden under hatred, a story where hate was always a bit greater than love. 

The previous host was the princess of the Glazed Glass Country, the richest country in the Northern 

Wilderness and was the famous ‘Night Pearl’. 

In this country, every place was filled with dazzling stars. 



In the third year of the Liu Dynasty, Liu Nan Yi was sent out as a hostage to the Glazed Glass Country of 

the Northern Wilderness. 

The previous host was only twelve when she met him. 

The Glazed Glass Country was different from the Central Plains, this was a country where females 

reigned. The rulers of the country were females and the men could only become ‘favoured’. 

Liu Nan Yi was the one given to the previous host of the Glazed Glass Country, a hostage from the 

Central Plains, it was not something that could match her eyes. 

The previous host was the respected eldest princess and with her nation collapsing beauty, there were 

many men in the Glazed Glass Country that loved her, so naturally she had a prideful personality. 

Therefore, she didn’t like people like Lin Nan Yi who didn’t know how to flatter her. 

As the eldest princess of the Glazed Glass Country, the previous host has the right to bully Lin Nan Yi, but 

she never went too far. 

Because she had to admit that Lin Nan Yi really was handsome, better than any guy from the Glazed 

Glass Country. 

  

Chapter 1518: Foolish ruler in the way: How many times do you want to be assassinated? (Part 2) 

Lin Nan Yi was only sixteen when he arrived in the Glazed Glass Country. Because his face was like a 

masterpiece carved from jade and he had a pair of rare blue eyes which had a golden glow, even by 

standing there, he looked majestic. 

She hated this kind of majesty. 

A hostage that was sent to the Glazed Glass Country from the Central Plains, instead of having of this 

majesty, he should submit to her. 

When she met the youth at first, one was aloof and one was ice cold. 

She used every method she could to bully him to make him submit. 

In that dim shed, he was covered in wounds, but his long lashes hung over his cold as snow face. 

She pushed over the door and asked, “Why won’t you submit?” 

He didn’t reply, just opening his beautiful eyes to look at her. 

After a while, he said, “You wouldn’t understand.” 

Finally the previous host left a bottle of medicine and left the shed. 

After living like this for three years, he was finally called back and left the Glazed Glass Country. 

That year, there was a big snow storm that covered the shining palaces of the Glazed Glass Country. The 

snow was very deep, covering everything in white. 



When the previous host learned that he would leave, it was like she had realized that out of all the men 

who liked her in the Glazed Glass Country, there was no one who took another look at her like Lin Nan 

Yi. 

The Central Plain’s emperor’s personal servant Wen De came to pick him up and he changed into a 

golden robe with a cold expression. 

The queen had attached great importance to this matter and personally sent him off. 

The previous host had been standing there for a long time and when Lin Nan Yi disappeared, he never 

looked back at her. 

She knew that he must hate her. 

As the tides turned, Lin Yan Yi became the next emperor after returning. 

Because of the wealth of the previous host’s Glazed Glass Country, the surrounding countries banded 

together to attack them. 

When the Glazed Glass Country was about to fall, Lin Nan Yi led his army of a hundred thousand to deal 

with the small countries in the Northern Wilderness. 

He finally destroyed the Glazed Glass Country with his own army. 

The previous host became the princess of a destroyed country and was brought back to Long Peace with 

him. 

That year, it had been five years since Lin Nan Yi left the Glazed Glass Country. 

The previous host didn’t change her personality after entering the palace, she was still overbearing as 

ever. 

No one in the palace dared to offend her because they knew that no matter what she did, the emperor 

never punished her. 

That was until the supporting male lead Yan Yu Meng came to find the previous host. 

Yan Yu Meng was the crown prince of the True Fragrant Country near the Glazed Glass Country. 

The two countries were close and the previous host and the supporting male lead had an engagement 

before. 

But when Glazed Glass Country was surrounded, the True Fragrant Country had surrounded the Glazed 

Glass Country with the rest. 

Of course, all the countries were destroyed by Lin Nan Yi in the end. 

Yan Yu Meng came looking for the previous host because she was close to him and he wanted to kill 

him. 

Since both their countries had been destroyed by Lin Nan Yi. 



But Yan Yu Meng didn’t know that the previous host wanting to kill Lin Nan Yi wasn’t a matter of just a 

few days. 

She had always wanted to do this since the first day she arrived, she wanted nothing else. 

Lin Nan Yi had put her mother and little brother under ‘house arrest’, saying that he gave them the best 

food and clothes, never hurting them. 

But even so, the previous host hated Lin Nan Yi. 

Because she was a proud person, a person with absolute power. 

But now she had become a prisoner. 

She couldn’t accept it, she thought that she loved power more than anything. 

Actually, she was wrong. 

  

Chapter 1519: Foolish ruler in the way: How many times do you want to be assassinated? (Part 3) 

The previous host didn’t know why Lin Nan Yi brought her to the palace at first since she hadn’t been 

good to him when he had been a hostage at the Glazed Glass Country. 

Later she thought that Lin Nan Yi must be taking revenge on her. 

There were many girls in the harem and there were two concubines. 

But whether Lin Nan Yi went hunting or held a banquet in the palace, he only ever brought her. 

It was because of this that she was envied by people of the harem who tried to hurt her from time to 

time. 

This made her suddenly think of when she did this to him in the Glazed Glass Country. 

Although he always spoke coldly, she only took him wherever she went. 

There were many men who liked her that took this out on him, making his life as a hostage even more 

miserable. 

But the funny thing was that the people who wanted to hurt the previous host never met a good end. 

She ate well, dressed well, slept well, but she didn’t give up the idea of assassinating Lin Nan Yi. 

In her eyes, he destroyed her country and made her the subjugated princess that everyone laughed at. 

She used daggers, hidden needles, poison, and secret arrows. 

She used everything, but with Lin Nan Yi’s skills and medical knowledge, she had never succeeded. 

After failing to poison him again, he asked her, “You want this one to die that much?” 

She replied, “We cannot live in the same world after you destroyed my country.” 



His eyes turned dim, “Then do your best.” 

When Yan Yu Meng appeared, the previous host finally succeeded. 

It was a dinner where the western region was paying tribute in gold and beauties. 

The previous host was brought along by Lin Nan Yi as usual, putting a poison that would numb his body 

in his drink. 

The poison was given to her by Yan Yu Meng and if she used any other poison, he could smell it, but he 

didn’t notice it this time. 

In the end, after he drank this poisoned wine, his lips curled into a self deprecating smile. 

Yan Yu Meng shouted that he drank it and removed his disguise to attack. 

The target wasn’t Lin Nan Yi, but rather the previous host. 

Because she knew that after he took the poison, there was still the chance of dodging the attack. If he 

was protecting someone, he couldn’t dodge. 

The previous host betted that he would save her, using herself as bait to kill him. 

In the end, she succeeded. 

Lin Nan Yi came in front of her and the poison sword stabbed him, but he still held her tightly. 

The poison on the sword was something she had given Yan Yu Meng, she knew better than anyone how 

strong it was. 

The previous host used herself as bait because she knew that Lin Nan Yi was different from her. 

A person liking someone, even if they didn’t know in the beginning, they could feel it after a long time. 

She used Lin Nan Yi’s love for her for a final bet, she bet that he would save her. 

In the chaos, the previous host left the palace with Yan Yu Meng. 

They were unimpeded all the way. 

A month later, the male lead died of the poison. His little brother Lin Dong Xue took the throne. He 

returned the previous host’s mother and little brother as per Lin Nan Yi’s wishes. 

At the same time, he cleared out the remnant of Yan Yu Meng’s country, but he let her go. 

He said, “I want to cut you into ten thousand pieces, but protecting you was the final decree of my big 

brother.” 

In the end, he gave her a box which contained fragmented letters from the male lead. 

From the first encounter in the Glazed Glass Country to meeting again. The final words he wrote were, “I 

hate you, but I can’t speak of love. Without reciprocating love, it can’t be considered love, so I might not 

have loved you.” 

After a few more days, the previous host died of illness, always feeling guilt towards Lin Nan Yi. 



But she didn’t know if she hated him more or loved him more. 

  

Chapter 1520: Foolish ruler in the way: How many times do you want to be assassinated? (Part 4) 

She didn’t know if the sand and wind of the Northern Wilderness were too much for her eyes or if the 

pain of the story made her eyes turn red. 

[Host, you don’t have much time.] 

The system’s notification made a chill run down her back. This time she had returned to the Northern 

Wilderness with Yan Yu Meng after Lin Nan Yi was attacked at the banquet. 

A month later, Lin Nan Yi would die from his poison. 

System, what is the affection and the hatred? 

If Lin Nan Yi didn’t hate the previous host, she really wouldn’t believe it. 

[Affection is 10% and hatred is 90%.] 

Damn! Are you teasing me? 

[The male lead has a black bellied and paranoid personality. In his world, what he can’t get can’t be 

considered love. In order to get it, he would do everything he could, but he still lost in the end.] 

No, no, no, my meaning is isn’t the hatred too much? 

[After entering the palace, the previous host tried assassinating him ninety times and succeeded in the 

end. If the male lead hates her, that is reasonable.] 

What do I do then? 

[This is the host’s world, how can you ask the system?] 

…… 

Luo Qing Chen knitted her brows as she looked around, this was a simple tent. 

There was sand that blew through the tent which made people feel suffocated. 

[But the system wants to remind the host that since you are in this world, the original direction of the 

story has changed.] 

Un, I got it. 

Coming out of the tent, there was Yan Yu Meng and the other princes from the countries around the 

Glazed Glass Country. 

In order to protect their bloodline, their parents had done everything they could to save them. 

“Our great hero is awake!” Yan Yu Meng saw her come out and said with a smile, “You really are cruel, 

using poison and a numbing agent at once, otherwise we might not have been able to kill that emperor.” 



Luo Qing Chen heard this and a sparkle appeared in her eyes as she said with a faint smile, “Of course. 

Thanks for your help this time, I never succeeded when I tried to assassinate him before, but now I’ve 

finally repaid the debt of destroying my country.” 

The Northern Wilderness was a bit far from Long Peace, so if she wanted to go back, she couldn’t let 

them feel suspicious. 

“Back in the Glazed Glass Country, I thought that Qing’er wouldn’t be able to forget about this emperor, 

but now it seems like you love your country and your power more.” Yan Yu Meng’s eyes were a bit cold, 

he did understand the previous host’s personality. 

“Of course, if the Glazed Glass Country was still here, I would be on the throne, suffering through 

everything. Isn’t this…..” She paused before narrowing her eyes, “Thanks to you.” 

Actually she wanted to say ‘thanks to you all’! 

After all, if Lin Nan Yi didn’t lead that army of a hundred thousand, their small countries would have 

surrounded the Glazed Glass Country. 

She felt that there was something wrong with the previous host, at least Lin Nan Yi didn’t let this 

princess fall into the hands of the small countries. 

At least when the Glazed Glass Country fell, he had found many to be buried with it. 

Moreover, he had taken her back with him, taking care of all her needs. 

But with the memory of the previous host, she knew that this was a person who cared about power 

more. 

She liked being high above, so she was unwilling to accept that Lin Nan Yi didn’t submit to her in those 

three years. 

“Right now the emperor is critically ill and the court will be very unsettled. As long as we take this 

chance to send troops, we will be able to get back everything we lost!” 

In the Northern Wilderness, only the Glazed Glass Country had fertile land. The heavenly court was 

different, every part of that land was golden. 

 


